Pact South Africa

Q&A for RFP: ChommY Implementation: A Prevention Programme for Youth Aged 10-14 Years in Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal and North-West Province.

1. (Q): Please can you confirm if facilitators training costs, facilitator manuals and participant booklets will be provided for from PACT?
   (A): Training costs for venue and catering will be covered by Pact. Accommodation and travel for facilitators if they are traveling far distances is to be covered by the service provider. Pact will provide manuals (one line version) and ChommY booklets.

2. (Q): Does Pact have certification and disclosure statement templates or do we have to develop our own?
   (A): Please use templates provided in the application pack.

3. (Q): In a case where the organisation will have to hire additional staff for the project, what should we submit in the place of a Biodata form?
   (A): Please complete the Biodata form per guidelines provided.

4. (Q): Is there a specific database of Schools where DREAMS schools will be listed that we can access?
   (A): List available upon request.